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Abstract
Human dynamics suggest statistical models that may explain and provide us with
better insight into human behaviour in various social contexts. Here, we provide a critical
overview of human dynamics in the context of complex systems and sociophysics. One
of the principal ideas in sociophysics is that, in a similar framework to that of statistical
physics, individual humans can be thought of as “social atoms”, each exhibiting simple in-
dividual behaviour and possessing limited intelligence, but nevertheless collectively giving
rise to complex social patterns. In this context, we propose a generative multiplicative
decrease process having an attrition function that controls the rate of decrease of the
population at each stage of the process. The discrete solution to the model takes the form
of a product, and a continuous approximation of this solution is derived via the renewal
equation that describes age-structured population dynamics. We also investigate some
limited complexity variations of the attrition function within this model.
Keywords: human dynamics, generative model, multiplicative process, attrition function,
survival analysis, rank-order distribution
1 Introduction
Social and technological networks are examples of complex social systems [Bar07], which give
rise to human dynamics that may be explained by generative stochastic processes. The availa-
bility of large data sets, such as mobile phone records, has widened the applicability of human
dynamics investigations. On example is the attempt by Schneider et al. [SBCG13] to uncover
the characteristics of daily mobility patterns, and another is the research of Brockmann and
Thies [BT08] to discover regularities underlying multiscale human mobility, which employed
the geographic circulation of individual bank notes as a proxy for human traffic. Such appli-
cations for detecting long-range human patterns may also inform about the geographic spread
of human diseases.
Human dynamics is not limited to the study of behaviour within communication networks,
as can be seen, for example, by the proposal of Mitnitski et al. [MSR13], who apply a simple
stochastic queueing model to the complex phenomenon of ageing in order to illustrate how
health deficits accumulate with age. In fact, human dynamics has a broader remit, similar to
the aims of sociophysics [Gal08, SC14], where notions from statistical physics are used to exa-
mine social phenomena in a comparable fashion to the investigation of economics phenomena
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in econophysics. (Previously, the terminology social physics was in use [Ste50].) One of the
principal ideas arising from statistical physics is that individuals can be thought of as “social
atoms”, each displaying simple behaviour and possessing limited reasoning capacity, however,
in aggregate, giving rise to complex social patterns [Buc07, Bal12]. For example, as described
in [PS10], the popularity of movies emerges as collective choice behaviour arising from indivi-
dual, possibly independent, choices. The employed methodology often involves the empirical
investigation of collective choice dynamics, resulting in the postulation of statistical laws go-
verning, for example, the universal properties of election results [CMF13]. A fundamental
issue in the process of statistical model building is that the model must be tested against
experimental data, and superseded by a newer model that better explains the data when such
a model is found [Gal08]. Pentland [Pen14] views social physics as bringing together big data
about human behaviour and social science theory to create a practical science that can be
applied to real-world settings. For example, Pentland looks at how the flow of ideas within a
social network can bring about changes in behaviour that result in social actions.
Social physics has a long history going back to the polymath Quetelet in the 19th century,
who applied statistical laws to the study of human characteristics and social aptitudes. For
example, in deriving the body mass index, he discovered from data that body weight is
approximately proportional to the square of the body height [Ekn08]. His main endeavour
was to define characteristics of an “average man” by fitting the normal distribution to the
data he collected. An early paper by the enigmatic physicist Majorana [Man05], published
posthumously in 1942, suggested the possibility of using statistical physics in modelling social
phenomena. In particular, he postulated that by treating individuals as “social atoms” it is
possible to formulate social statistical laws through empirical observation.
The foundations of 20th century social physics can be attributed to the Princeton physicist
Stewart [Ste50], whose research was linked to applying gravitational potential theory to the
geographic distribution of populations. Social physics describes social processes using methods
from the natural sciences, such as physics, in order to propose theories and laws by analysing
empirical data. In particular, any measurable phenomenon involving people or time, or both,
is within the scope of social physics. Iberall [Ibe84] attempted to apply the physics of systems,
such as statistical mechanics and thermodynamics, to the study of civilisation, starting from
the smallest time-scale and building up to larger scales through aggregation. In this view,
society is an ensemble of primitive individuals, and their interaction is tracked by identifying
the quantities that are conserved upon these interactions. Iberall used the term homeokinetics
to describe such study of complex systems at all levels from atomistic to social and biological.
Weidlich [Wei05] conceived an operational enterprise, termed sociodynamics, that constructs
master equations that use state variables and the transitions between them, resulting in
equations describing the evolution of a probabilistic system. This method has been shown
to be applicable to describing several scenarios within the social sciences, such as political
opinion formation and migration between geographical regions.
In the context of human dynamics, we have been particularly interested in formulating
generative models in the form of stochastic processes by which complex systems evolve and
give rise to power laws or other distributions [FLL07, FLL12, FLL15]. This type of research
builds on the early work of Simon [Sim55], and the more recent work of Baraba´si’s group
[AB02] and other researchers [Est11]. In the bigger picture, one can view the goal of such
research as being similar to that of social mechanisms [HS98], which looks into the processes,
or mechanisms, that can explain observed social phenomena. Using an example given in
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[Sch98], the growth in the sales of a book can be explained by the well-known logistic growth
model [TW02]. More recently, we have shown that the process of conference registration with
an early bird deadline can be modelled by bi-logistic growth [FLL13].
In this paper we employ the generative model presented in [FKLL17, FLL18], which
defines a stochastic multiplicative decrease process [Mit04, Zan08] that generates a rank-order
distribution [SKKV96]; the model is formally introduced in Section 2. A related approach
leading to the same underlying equations was presented in [FLL15]; this defines an urn-
based stochastic process that captures the essential dynamics of survival analysis applications
[KK12]. In both approaches the continuous approximation of the model leads to the well-
known transport equation from fluid dynamics [Lax06], which is equivalent to the renewal
equation in age-structured models of population dynamics [Cha94]. A fundamental feature
of our generative model is the attrition function, which controls the rate of decrease of the
stochastic process; in Section 3 we will introduce several attrition functions that are of limited
complexity.
In [FLL15] we applied the model to a longitudinal data set of popular search engine
queries covering 114 months, and showed that the survival function of these queries is closely
matched by the solution of our model with power-law attrition (see Subsection 3.5). More
recently, we showed that a similar result can be obtained by utilising an exponential mixture
model [FLL16]. In addition, in [FLL18] we applied the model to the UK parliamentary
election results in 2005, 2010 and 2015, showing that the rank-order distribution produced
by our model, using a mixture of power-law attrition functions, closely matches the empirical
data (see Subsection 3.5). Moreover, in [FKLL17] we applied the model to the UK 2016 EU
referendum results, showing that the rank-order distribution produced by our model, now
using a beta-like attrition function, closely matches the data (see Subsection 3.8).
The attrition function is a key feature in capturing the shape of the distribution generated
by our model. There is, of course, a large variety of attrition functions to choose from.
However, of particular interest to us, are those of limited complexity that, nevertheless, lead
to rich dynamics.
Bentley et al. [BHS04, BO11] have studied situations where agents have a limited amount
of “intelligence”, in the form of copying the behaviour of others, together with possible random
drift (which can be viewed as a form of innovation). Both copying and innovation assume very
little in terms of what an agent might know when making a decision, provided the decision-
making is carried out using only local information based on the agent’s active interactions
with others agents. Copying can be viewed as a form of preferential attachment, as was shown
in [Eva07] using local decision-making in a social network model, and more generally as a
mechanism for network evolution [Sim55, Bar07, Per14].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present a generative model in
the form of a multiplicative process [Mit04, Zan08], which was initially introduced in [FLL15]
as an urn-based transfer model; this can also be viewed as a survival model. In Section 3, we
describe several limited complexity attrition functions, which we believe may be of practical
importance for models of human dynamics. Finally, in Section 4, we give our concluding
remarks.
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2 A multiplicative process for generating a rank-order distri-
bution
In this section we present a generative model in the form of a multiplicative process, which has
applications in human dynamics. In its simplest form, a multiplicative process generates a log-
normal distribution [JKB94, LSA01], and has applications in many fields, such as economics,
biology and ecology [Mit04]. The solution to the multiplicative process we propose generates
a rank-ordered distribution [SKKV96], which can be constructed by ranking data objects
according to some numerically described feature. This feature is then plotted against rank,
and finally the resulting distribution is analysed. Examples of rank-order distributions are:
the distribution of large earthquakes [SKKV96], the distribution of oil reserve sizes [LS98],
Zipf’s rank-frequency distribution [MH99], the size distribution of cities [BGVV99], and the
distribution of historical extreme events [CTT+12].
We assume a countable number of indices, where the ith index represents the ith object
ranked in descending order according to some numerical feature, which we call the size of the
object. If the object is, for example, a node in a network, then the numerical feature could be
the number of links the object possesses. Similarly, if the object is a candidate in an election
district, then the numerical feature could be the number of votes the candidate attained in
the district. We will use the term vote as a generic numerical feature, so that the size of an
object is taken to be the number of votes it has attained.
The stochastic process will proceed over a number of stages. For any stage s, s ≥ 0, we
let µ(i, s), 0 ≤ µ(i, s) ≤ 1, be the probability that the ith object “loses” a potential vote at
that stage. In the context of survival models µ(i, s) is often referred to as a hazard function
[KK12], but here we prefer to call it an attrition function, which is more descriptive in the
context of human dynamics. We always require that µ(0, s) = 0 for all s.
We now let F (i, s), 0 ≤ F (i, s) ≤ 1, be a discrete function representing the expected
proportion of votes potentially attainable for object i at stage s. We postulate a dummy
object 0 that satisfies
F (0, s) = 1 for s ≥ 0.
The dynamics of the multiplicative process are captured by the following two equations:
F (i, 0) = 0 for i > 0, (1)
and
F (i+ 1, s+ 1) =
(
1− µ(i, s))F (i, s) for 0 ≤ i ≤ s. (2)
Equations (1) and (2) define the expected behaviour of a stochastic process [Ros96] des-
cribing how, as i increases, the numbers of votes for successive objects decrease, considering
these objects as being less popular. For any particular vote, the attrition function is the
probabilistic mechanism that decides whether the vote will be “lost” or not. The process
obeys Gibrat’s Law [Eec04], which in its original form states that the proportional rate of
growth of a firm is independent of its absolute size. In our context, Gibrat’s Law states that
the proportional rate of decrease in the “popular” vote for successive objects is independent
of the actual number of votes cast.
As in [FLL15], we approximate the discrete function F (i, s) by a continuous function
f(i, s), and µ(i, s) is now also a continuous function; f(i, s) is known as the survival function.
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The boundary conditions are that f(0, s) = 1 for s ≥ 0 and f(i, 0) = 0 for i > 0. The
dynamics of the model are now captured by the first-order hyperbolic partial differential
equation [Lax06],
∂f(i, s)
∂s
+
∂f(i, s)
∂i
+ µ(i, s)f(i, s) = 0, (3)
which is the same as the renewal equation encountered in age-structured models of population
dynamics [Cha94]. It is also the well-known transport equation in fluid dynamics [Lax06].
From Eq. (1.22) in [Cha94], the solution of Eq. (3), when i ≤ s, is given by
f(i, s) = exp
(
−
∫ i
0
µ (i− t, s− t) dt
)
. (4)
As noted above, f(i, s) is well-defined provided i ≤ s. In practice, s is bounded above by
the number of available objects, say n, and therefore only n stages of Eq.(2) are necessary.
3 Limited complexity attrition functions
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of the model by describing some carefully chosen,
limited complexity attrition functions that we believe have practical significance. We do not
claim to have included all possible limited complexity attrition functions, and our choice of
what we consider to be “limited complexity” is guided, not only by ease of computation, but
also whether the solution corresponds to some well-known function.
3.1 Constant attrition
In the simplest case, we let
µ(i, s) = C,
for some positive constant C.
Substituting this into (4), we obtain
f(i, s) = exp (−Ci) ,
which is the survival function of the exponential distribution, with rate parameter C.
We have applied the constant attrition function in modelling the popularity of search
engine queries with an exponential mixture, where each exponential component has a constant
attrition function [FLL16].
3.2 Rank-dependent attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) =
α
i+ κ
,
for some positive constants α and κ.
Substituting this into (4), we obtain
f(i, s) =
(
κ
i+ κ
)α
,
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which is a shifted power law function.
It can thus be seen that the decay due to rank-dependent attrition is slower than with
constant attrition, since µ(i, t) decreases with i.
3.3 Rank-independent attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) =
κ
s
,
for some positive constant κ.
Substituting this into (4), we obtain
f(i, s) =
(
1− i
s
)κ
,
which is a polynomial decay function that was investigated in [FLL14] in the context of
survival analysis data.
3.4 Preferential attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) =
κi
s2
,
for some positive constant κ.
Substituting this into (4), we obtain
f(i, s) =
(
1− i
s
)κ
exp
(
κi
s
)
,
which is an exponential function with a polynomial decay, as in [FLL15].
Preferential attrition can be interpreted as having two components, i/s and κ/s, the first
proportional to the size of the object and the second rank-independent.
3.5 Power-law attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) = λ(1 + ρ)iρ,
for some shape parameter ρ, −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and positive scale parameter λ.
Substituting this into (4), we obtain
f(i, s) = exp
(
−λi1+ρ
)
,
which is a Weibull survival function that was investigated in [FLL15] in the context of mo-
delling the popularity of queries, and in [FLL18] in the context of the UK parliamentary
elections.
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3.6 Normal-like attrition
This is a special case of power-law attrition, with ρ = 1, i.e.,
µ(i, s) = Ci,
for some positive constant C.
We thus obtain
f(i, s) = exp
(
−Ci
2
2
)
,
which is a normal-like survival function.
It is interesting to compare constant attrition to normal-like attrition, where the survival
function becomes Gaussian when the attrition increases in proportion to the rank.
3.7 Gamma-like attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) =
α
i+ κ
+ β,
for some positive constants κ, α and β, which is the sum of rank-dependent and constant
attrition functions.
This gives
f(i, s) =
(
κ
i+ κ
)α
exp (−βi) ,
which is a gamma-like survival function.
3.8 Beta-like attrition
In this case, we let
µ(i, s) =
α
i+ κ
+
β
s
,
for some positive constants κ, α and β, which is the sum of rank-dependent and rank-
independent attrition functions.
This gives
f(i, s) =
(
κ
i+ κ
)α(
1− i
s
)β
,
which is a beta-like survival function, investigated in [FKLL17] in the context of the UK 2016
EU referendum.
Figure 1, taken from [FKLL17], shows the Remain and Leave votes for the UK as a
whole and for Scotland on its it own, together with the fitted beta-like survival functions. In
[FKLL17] we presented the fitted parameters and the R2 values, which indicate very good
fits to the empirical data. This can also be seen visually in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Beta-like regression curves and regional data points for the UK (left) and for
Scotland (right).
4 Concluding remarks
Human dynamics arise in the context of complex social systems, the goal being to build
statistical models that can help us understand and analyse social phenomena concealed in
large data sets. Its aims are very similar to those of social physics, which has a long history
and is experiencing a revival due to the availability of vast quantities of social data and an
abundance of computational power [BW14].
We have concentrated on a particular generative model in the form of a multiplicative
decrease process that gives rise to the renewal equation (4) encountered in modelling age-
structured population dynamics. One attraction of this model is its flexibility in being able to
accommodate the specific attrition function that may be suitable for the application in hand.
In particular, we have cherry-picked some particular limited complexity attrition functions
that demonstrate the potential of this process in modelling complex social behaviour using
relatively simple attrition functions, which may correspond to agents’ decision-making.
Although the goals of human dynamics are far from being solved, we believe that such
models, akin to those used in statistical physics, will allow significant progress to be made in
this field.
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